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ABSTRACT
The Teachers of English to Speakers of Other

Languages 4TESOL) organization is at a stage in its development when
it must actively solicit contributions from a variety of disciplines:
linguistics, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and education.
While such an interdisciplinary approach to problems has its dangers
particularly when allied to the goal of social and political
relevance in the actions that follow, it is the only appropriate
approach for the 19701s- TESOL will develop best as an organization
through fostering interdisciplinary endeavors, encouraging the
socio-political concerns of its members, and being pragmatic and
eclectic in the conduct of its professional affairs. Withorl
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The TESOL organization Is at a stage in Its development when it must
actively solicit contributions from a variety of disciplines: linguistics,
psychology, sociology, anthropology, and education. While such an inter-
disciplinary approach to problems has Its dangers, particularly when allied
to the goal of social and poliiical relevance in the actions that follow,
it is the only appropriate approach for the 19701s. TESOL will develop
best as an organization through fostering inierdinciplinery endeavors, encour-aging the Lncio-political concerns of its membe-tt,' and being pragmatic andeclectic in the conduct of its prof?sionel mnriars.

The underlying theme of the olenary sessions of this 1972 convention isIR
an examination of some of the major Iss.Jes that confront us as an organiza-
tion. This paper will attempt an ovsrview of the total sltuatlofl and the

following pnpers will dircuss Clat situetion from a variety of disciplinary
perspectives. The function of I-hIs p,nper is to raise various-luestions in
a deliberate attempt to provoke some possible answers in the plenary-ses-
sion papers thnt will fo!low d ig Ihe next two days. This paper will
also expre

plicated

the belief that the problems and issues w

far from Insuperable. Inds

of our organization are eyery bit-as

W_ should begin our task 1,;!7

ace thotigh, corn-

J the prospects for-the:future

bright no they hz.ve ever-been

ing several searching -questions-about
thP-TESOL_organizat-lon itself. How does this organization st nd in 1972?

a

Numerically,

membership,

:Merits at

is growing-strong..every day, thanks to the energy t

the elected orficers and the..execut-i-ve- secretary-. The enroll-
our crnvent ions part i I ar I y th is .one- n 'Washington; the- increase_

b-road, the estab-lishment of more than a
in member, ip both-at-home -a

dozen regi-onal affili tes, a:v.2_ the -rapidly grow:ng valuabia_pro-

fess-ional pubticationi aftent to our tont-thued growth-and-developments.

Toderrthe----TE-SOL..organizatiOn has:a-voice in tho-communi-ty of.eduCators.:

-it has-come-a-remarkably long way in a very lew_Years. However, that vary

, -\growth has produced evidence of dangers of-ih7--kind that have bbdoviled

certain_other organizations fn,recant years.- What kind of organization
,



best meets the needs of university professors and fir .grade teachers,

of minority group mi itants and representatives of the so.calfed'bstab-

lishment," of teachers of the foreigndoorn and teachers oi native Americans

of researchers, administrators, community workers, counselors, and a com-

plex array of other Individuals? What is rhe common bond that can best

hold together the members of such a heterogeneous group? What really

unites us? A few years ago the zest of founding and developing a new

organization held people together, but some of that particular zest has
disappeared as the organization established itself. Today various

differences and internal pressures have become apparent at our meetings.

There are requests that the TESaL organization becoMe active on behalf of

one interest group or another, or that it take under its mantle most or
all of bilingual or bidialectal education, however one defines these

terms, or that it try ,to indicate exactly what kind of training a pro.

fessionel worker in TESOL should have, or that -it bedome e socletyof

applied lloguisticd. Some kind of response 40-Jlecessery to these ,requests,

but it Is.not always
easy to:reach agreement on what -form That respense

should leke.

One ppesibie respOosswoul.d be to set about rether ide Iberately to
reassess the4sUrpote4--the

TITSOL:brOantzeition in order tio:fermulate s
mission: forHourSetves in:_lheseyent les Howe Ver., sny SU-ah reasSeetmeht

isi)articular.ly,rOfficult right.inowbecaUse Of:JheAjoiltital, toCial4
racial arid economic Glimate :.meas-e nationJind ourtelVeS -in. There--

doubt that we are living through a period of political unrest,
socIøi upheaval racial conflict, and economic rerrenchment, a period of
concern with issues such as equality in employment, busing. of children,
the alienation of the young, and a crisis of purposefulness in society.
Likewise, the admirable goal of cultural pluralism that so many of us seek
for this society Is hard to keep in sight at a time when so much fragments=

tion of-that same society is_apparent,_when as Matti Robinett said-on Sat.

urday "the melting pot-has beceme a Seething cauldron."
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Then, too, the academic world in which most of us work is filled with its

own uncertainties: scholars in the different disciplines tend as usual to

go their own separate ways, and classroom teachers find themselves pushed

and pulled hither and thither as various interest and pressure groups com-

pete for influence in public education. The problems and pressures are

excruciatingly ':omplex and our urge to respond to them is a healthy one,

whether it be personal, professional, or organizational. To a large ex-

tent the responses we make must recognize realities he have tended to ig-

nore and must result in social and political action. We should not draw

back from making responses because they must have social and even political

consequences.

Trad1tiona,4, workers in TESOL have looked to the academic world

rather than to the world of social and political action for sources of

inspiration and modes of action. The future must see us achieve a better

balance between our use of these two worlds. Educational decisions are

both academic and socio-political in nature. For that reason education

s one of the most difficult of call ngs, since educators work with living,

thinking human beings not with inert matter. And the more they seek to

involve themselves with the lives of the people they serve the more they

must involve themselves in the social and political decision-making pro-

ceses of society . At this point then it would be well to look closely

t the relationships of TEaOL to a variety of disciplines so as to !examine

the nature of:Jhose rel tionships particu

and political relevance:

First of atl., we rile1( whatthe traditional role of lingUistic

been in secondlanguage teaching and what contributions we can expect from

linguistics.in the future It would be fair' to
.

s'alf that l_inguistics has

had a somewhat paradoxical place in second7language teaching. At one ex-7,

treme,-it has had a powerful Influence among the_primemovers:In_such

teaching, many of whom were trained_in linguistics_ and even today teach

linguistics. On the other hand, many Classroom teachers giveMttle-eviaence

of much, or any, exposure to concepts deriving from linguistics-v._ It is not
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entirely unfair to say that many teachers of second languages do not

know an allophone from a telephone, a gramma ical transformation from

an ecclesiastical reformation, or a sentence pattern from a holding

pattern. This is a large deficiency in the knowledge of those teachers

and a difficult one to remedy. However, there is one consolation:

teaching a second language is different from teaching linguistics.

Now that you will say is a truism--but it is a truism worth stating

again; teaching a second language Is different from teaching linguist

ics. Too many linguists have insisted that linguistics is just about

all that language teachers need to know in order to do their jobs well.

Consequently, much that has been written on the subject of language

teaching is about certain linguistic aspects of language teaching, and

relatively little is about learners, learning: and the variety of macro-

cultural contexts in which learning goes on.

Linguistics has much to offer language t achers but provid

language teachers with a rigorous training in

will go only so far in solving problems that exist

We must frankly acknowledge that

theoretiCal linguistics

instruction.

much Incurrert heoreticalluisticstháthasanydfréct bearing, on

Ithatazetipsi_i jzsat12. For example,
deep structures, surface structures,-systematic.phonemes transforma--

ules linguistic universals output-conditions, derivational
rule conspiracies,

constra nts,and even the competence-performance distinction are chat-

lenging concepts for linguists to discuss-and those concepts are what

theoretical linguistics is all about these days--but their, relevance to

deciding how to teach a Puerto Rican child in New York to speak English

r a black child in a ghetto in the same city to read is extremely tenuous.
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At the very best there is considerable specul ion; at the very worst

there is assertion quite unsupported by fact. Theoretical linguistics

is a very scholarly pursuit. The concerns of the leadIng linguistic

theoreticians can best be appreciated by reading articles in such

Journals as Laneuge, Linguistic InquiLy, and Foundations of Lanaggal.

These concerns are very different from those of language teachers:

they are much more narrow, much more abstract, and much more remote from

the realities of daily existence. The really lasting contributions of

linguistics to language teaching probably have more to do with attitudes

toward language than with the latest trends in linguistic inquiry and

analysis. And really these attitudes have not changed a great deal

over the years Linguists are united aieove all by their commitment

to looking at language in as scientific a way as they possibly can, so

linguistics is as much a set of attitudes of scientific inquiry as it

s the part cular body of linguistic knowledge that exists at any one

time. is the attitudes as much as the knoviledge that need to be

stressed in the language component of teacher

a-secorid-language programs.

training in English a

It is the beliefs and attitudes which un

linguists that will prove to bernost helpful to language teachers U -

fortunately, it is those beliefs and attitudes which separate linguists

that have tended o gain_most pubiicity and that have even deterrad some

people from becom ng

tributions to language teaching.

When linguists look,at an educational problem they tend to see

involved in consode g possible linguistic con-

It through the conditioning imposed by thetr training. In so reacting,

they are probably no different f om other specialists: orthodontists

probably look every one straight in the teeth, optometrists between and



across the eyes, and barbers from the brow right over the top of the

head. A person's training and upbringing necessarily predispose him

toward a particular world-view. How then do linguists typically react

to the fact that people speak English differently in different places

and in different circumstances? They react by fitting the differences

they perceive into the framework of something they call dialectology,

and then they sometimes proclaim that the major problem that exists

is one of modifying a particular dialect or adding a new dialect. Here,

for example, is one statement (Cannon, 1971) of such a viewpoint being

attributed to linguists:

...most linguists agree that underprivileged
blacks are native English speakers who need
command of an additional dialect which will
permit them to be accepted socially.

the statement is co rect-and there is good reason to believe that

if is--it means that certain linguists assume that what some black

children require in order to speak like some white children is direct

instruction in a standard di lect. This solution derives from their

way of looking at the pr But the solution is just too narrow

to nd ser ous examination. The pr-blem is far more complicated

than such linguists have ivarceived it to be, for the linguistic com-

ponent in the,problem is only one of many components and possibly

not even the most important. Ljngui tics is not a panacea capable of

reMoVing language dlifereneta or a remedlr,for cuttural differences

learning, for racial bigotry, or for economic inequality. We must focus

our attention on those components of_ the problem_too, not-justron the-
-,

linguistic one alone. _ft sh'iuld_ ask ourselves why any child should be-

come bidialectal, and also why any child.should -learn to read. W_

really must be prepared to ask:whether-btdialectalism is actually an
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achieveable goal in our society. And even if bidialectalism is

achieveable, we must ask ourselves whether it will have the racial

and cocial consequences hoped for it by some. Will blacks really

find equality with whites if they learn to speak like whites? Will

books written in nonetenderd Englinh induce a desire to read in

children who may see little or no value in learning to read, in-

deed who may even fine reading to be d,sfenctionel in the sense

that success in reading will alieeete them from pours and other

acquaintances? Such enceeee may mean for them that in Thomas

Wolfe's words "you can't go home aja " but at.the..eame time you

have nowhere else to ge. Thoee of you who work with mi.nority

groups will recognize this phenomenen. It is certainly a well

documented phenomenon in the literature of Lee dispoecessed and

uprooted. We mr.,t fit the linguistic factors involved in working

with speo"ers of nenstendaed dialects into a psttern that contains

all the other re event factor : cultural, racial, economic and

poljtical. Oh.ly.bY doln can we hope to

tiv9on the total problem and some glimps

' action. :To-1 ok-afthc-tin6Uistic'laCtors

valid per -

of possible modes

lone is to eliminate

any possibility of ever seeing the probl el as eholeendofacting

,effectively.

We need a grser iin. 1-tic contribution dt the classroom

lof instruction nd 1

res

lingui tic imprie!Isni at the level

rch an -,(kreelopment., Limuistic theory1 is important in,

matilng decisions concerning language teaching, but relatively little

is to be gained in actual eecond-language teeching in the pursuit of

the more esoteric aspects of such theory. However) much is to be

gained from the becic understandings_about language shared by_all

linguists from an interest An theory-itself, and_from the open--

7
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mindedness that so often accompanies such an interest. Dwight Bolinger

(1969) has written that "language teaching is not linguistics, any more

than medicine is chemis y.' He is right: linguistic knowledge is very

relevant to our concerns in language teaching, but such knowledge must

be thoroughly integrated with contributions from disciplines other than

linguistics and with an awareness that language teaching is not the ex-

clusive domain of any single discipline. By thorough integration too I

mean more than frying to embrace psychological and sociological variables

through the development of hyphenated disciplines like psycholinguistice

and sociolinguistics. Neither of these hyphenated disciplines has yet
developed the comprehensiveness required to make m re than a small con-
tribution to second-language teaching.

The second discipline which has traditionally cont ibuted to

language teaching is psychology. Perhaps the greatest contr buticn of

psychology to language teaching has been in increasing the general aware-

ness in such areas as individual differences and human growth and devel-

opment and with the development of various kinds of tests and measure-

ments. Innovations and ideas from these areas have been on the whole much

more influential than innovat ons and ideas from learning theory. Psycho-

legists ofeeurseu hay long been involved with problems of learning:

is learning how to ge through mazes; dogs how to salivate on cue;

pigeons how to peck out rhythms; frshrnon. students how to memorize various

nds of nonsense syliablel; and so on. The findings of learning psych-

g sts are very useful if one's interests are exhausted by the behaviorS

of rats, dogs, pigeons, and college-freshmen.
_

t-there is remarkably

little evidence that such research has-prodyced any-great effects on_

actual classroom instruction. However, some very_useful notions .-from.

learning theory have affected the way we look at- learners. For-example,
.

children are sometimes acknowledged.to be complex, little-understood beingso
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for different from rats; learning is seen as being multifaceted and

influ need by all kinds of variables; and an occasional psychologist

admits that his concerns and those of his colleagues are not always

relevant to problems of describing the kind of lear.ling that takes

place in a complex social setting. And, of course, secend-language

learning is extremely complex. Th se of you who are familiar with

he work of Scherer and Werihsimnr (19C4) in a college setting, or

with the Pennsylvania Project in a large public school setting (Smith,

1970), or with the work that gsadusle students do for doctaraldis-

aertotions know how complex is the problem of investigating any kind

of sustained learning of a foreign lenguag- in actual classrooms.

Some of you are also awn.e of the subtle in erplay of cultural group-

ng srd psychological characteristics, ihat in fao here is a social-

psychology of language learn

;earning, in other words tha

well as a paY.7-11010911 anguage

le process oflearning ja.not thesame,_-

vry"!rc, varying s it does from culture to culture and within

cu tures among diff sub-cu!tL'rosItur

There arc hopeful signs that findir;gs rolevant to work in our

1 sre ms b Tning to emerge from the work of psychologists who

ackneilecje the com le ties

out the talk John Cerro!! (1971)

In p rticuiar, we mus single

v to this organizat' n a year ago

in New Orleax:. In that talk Carroll strongly emphasized the importance_

of undestandTn tudent goals in'leorning and the teacher"'s ablliti to ----

manage learning_in accordance with those_go&ls. -AlSo.:Worthy-of-mention

are some of the writings of Leon Jskobovits-(1970). As,much as_anybrie

-
else in rt:cent years, Ja'c'c,oviis

is Otempted-to_integrate the findingS_-.1.--_

of psy hological re._:earch into thn practical-business'oflieddhing foreign-_
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languages. There is also a renewed interest in early childhood education

and an acknowledgment of the critical importance of the early-childhood

period in the life of evory hild.

academic obfuscation in that ar

However certain-sign of growing

also apparent as is a deplorable

tendency to import an Institut i ish infant school--

to solve a pressing educational pr

Thi last comment on institutional transplant ng leads quite

properly to considerations of contributi ns from a third set of relevant

is case the discipl ines of anthropology and sociology.

TYpicellY live neglect possible contributions

ogy in language teach i ng . Very l ke y not

fessional anthropo og i

ram anthropology and sociol-

ore than a handful of

andsociologistsàrehere In this audience

today, and It may even be diff icult -for some of us to understand whet

kind of contribution such professionals can make to language teaching.

We may believe that anthropologists study primitive or exotic peoples:

_their customs, mores, and rites.- -We may not- consider ourselves to be

e ither primitive or exotic and consequently assume that we-are not proper

subjects for anthropological research. Sociologists probe into such

areas as mar iage, the church, the political establ ishment, 1 ife in

Suburbsvi'i le, and family living patterns. We may also ask ,oNhat

relevance of

the-

heir probings to-languege: teaCh ri One- sense; OUr

society is also a primitive or exotic society, just as is every socie y.
_ .

-We too _can met! : afford :to_ look-_ob jet tille-YY,_at our crowded _urban, anthill
.

our patterns of- -pOt-si-rxrk trig and-pep-7risteniijg our -,ch l_cirear_ing_pract ices,

our inst i tut !onsi -our cu I ts,-1- our myths, and Tour folk lore.- What- was good
_ ,

r -

- enough ,,f or Bronislaw nowsk-i,,sTrobri and' -Is enders--A 2935Y and -Margare

flead's nat Ives of New Guinea (1952) may well be good enough for the res-



!dents of Evanston, Itlinols, Jackson, Mississippi; Orange County,

California; and New York City's Harlem. Perhaps we may find out a

great deal that Is relevant to our various concerns in language

teaching. We may find out what initiates and controls learning in

the different subcultures out of which our culture is c mpos d. We

can scanely afford to do less if we do indeed believe in the goal of

cul ural and linguhtic pluralism.

In th s connection we may well ask once more the two qu

asked earlier: Why should any child learn a second dialect?

should any child learn to read? And to these questions we can add

third: Why shaAd anyone, child or adult, learn a second language?

Full answers to these questions can be obtained only if we seek help

om anthropologists and sociologists so as to come to some under-

standing of thevalue systems that prevail in7different subcultures,

r the different patterns of acculturation and behavior. and of the

complexities that exist within our own society We who are concerned

with language instruction must
_

-ognizethat learning ped teaching

does not go on within either a linguistic or a psychological vacuum.

. It goes on in a complex social setting in wh ch many powerful variables

operate: -community expectandy; child self-image;_ teacher role; and

complex and little understood systems of rewards and punishments which

vary-widely from-grouvt

There are some healthy signs that we are beginning o seek the

he-cOes

attempt
_ -

a-few,tentative-Answers--

-
o7=-4 At ee

help anthropologists and sociologists

tions that must be asked, _and even

On .the subjectof_bidialectalism-_
_ _

who- sl- very,-imuch-AWare of the need _ff
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pologis 5 and socielogisls, ha written the followIng about the value

systems that are involved (Labov, 1971):

From all that l have said so far, it should be evident
that cognitive and structural facto s play a role in the
evolution of language and the difficulties that people have
in holding on to their older language or acquiring new ones.
But these factors are not sufficient te account for the ma or
social problems of communication and for linguistic divergence.
In particular, success' or faiiiire in communicaling across soc-
ial groups, between Black and white, is controlled primarily
by the social values ascribed to language. Success in learn-
ing to read or npeak a foreign language may be fostered by
analyzinj carefully the cognitive and ci.ructure1 processes
involved...and yet renearch generally points to the fact that
the massive rcadine failure we observe in the inner cities
is primarily the result of cultural and political conflict.
Language differences are important e.s the conscious or uncon-
scious symbols of that conflict. It is increasingly evident
that we can explore and undarstand such value systems.

Labov has al o dcmonstrated.how

mobility Ifluen ain kin

impertant

-adole cents and how patterns-o social

grouvis as a sociag

language_ learning. Joshua-F shman_

(1971) has done similar irerstf ng_work, particularly-with-the varieties

of Spanish and Englich spolen by Puerto-Ricans in New York_and_Wallace

Lambert (1967) with Anglo-French bilingualism in Montreal. The invest

gations ef Ulf Hannerz-(1969) into life s.yles in a Washington, D.C.

ghetto-is also an excellent example of the kind-of work that is,being_

,done. Hannerz's work is probably as relevant- to' second-dialect teaching

as any work done by

_aware of:Its eistence.

nguist, t= few educators and linguistS are

_We_cannet leave anthropepagy_andi.sociojegw,l- part cularly-in:its-__

connection' with idea's aboUt bidialectalism, wi thout a quotation-- from--th-at
linguiitic iconoclast James Sledd edd is a:-

some of the limitations of I inguist ics In -providing' scio ions-
_

al_-problems

-10i-thob _

appens

tiyfthátréasórh isvi

1vààJonandw- -,,certarr-C, or



flourishes of his own. Note, however, h relevance of the following

words to what has just been said:

The best description of all our kinds of English would
still not be enough to make coercive bidialectalism a success.
The English teacher's forty-five minutes a day for five days
a week will never counteract the influence, and sometimes the
hostility, of playmates and friends and family during much
the larger part of the student's time. Formal education could
produce real bidialectals only in a vest system of state nur-
series and boarding schools to which the ch!ldren of the poor
and ignorant wculd be consigned at an early age; but such es-
tablishments woull be prohibitivel expensive intolerableto people, and still not bsolut?tr certain of success, be-
cause the essential of all conditi ns might not be met --namely
the desire of the children to talk like the white middle class.

No one person has a monopoly on solutions, because no one person has
asp of all the SsUes. Wemust seek to involve anthropologists

and sociologists in the search for solutions to our problems. We
must continue to foster that involvement, for the results cannot
but be beneficial to everyone concerned, a point that Allan Grimshaw

has made before.

After considering I inguhtics,'p.sychology,--anthr pology, and

sociology, we turn to education and to the contribution of ttie educator.

The contribution from education is placed last because it is the most

difficult to discuss. Partly this is so because by its nature i

a somewhat undisciplined contribution. It is characterized more by

action and reaction to issues which surface periodically than by sus-
_

lained effort._ One of_the:-weaknesses of:educatibh,-ofcourse TS--

that educators must draw on the pure disciplines and are made to feel

that "education" is somehow an inferior calling because it is en.

_flapplied" field notra--_"theoreticar'-jone._-ThereforeiAt=lends:to be_

in low-repute in academicYcireleS,- a circiimstance_Which possibly,

retlects-more_on_wbatladiaemics_fail to-do than_ on what educator
r

-_ _let-tempt-4o

6)

e=__czisp
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excellent Job so far in and hrough our organization. The success 0

TESOL is apparent. IF we feel unsure of ourselves, it is almost en-

tirely for reasons largely beyond our control: community pressures;

lack of finanCial and professional resources; physical, social, and

academic intimidation; and the sheer weight of numbers that we must deal

with every day. These factors fect everyone in publ c education. The

surprising fact then is that we can point with pride to so much success

in our own brief his ory.

may be well at this point to look a

we characteristically deal with pressur

way is to spend money in the hope that fa

Consequently, we begin crash programs for

little more,closely at h w

omehow_disappear.

search pro-

grams for that.- Thp result has been responses such as the War on Poverty

and theRight to.Read. We mUstask who really_gains-From responses such
as these. Teachers gain with their_ institutes and:sumer-Stipends; con-
sultants gain with their trevel -and their honoraria; schools gain with
their dust-gathering equipmenfrthe airlines gain; and the bosses_and
administrators of -variouslkinds But the Poor:_areprobably Just

as many, Just as poor, and-Just as hungry :and bittei- ,There;seem to-
have been very few-gains among the poor-. _Most of-Jhe children who-could

_
_

_not_read-still- cannot read nd are_still_OnemplpyaWe and_frustrated-.-.
_

_Here too-anyAain-score
ls-probablyivery,iow.,-ThenansWerio-educaticinet--

problems does not lie in spending millions and millions of-dollars ever
f i sca 1 year tofinance Stop-gap,

measures.--Such--money-shoUld-be:spen,

-3t- 'ihsteid- on alleviating _the causei-of Peverty-and Ignorance, and on cow,_

i_prehens-ve,:_iOng7terM:PrograMidesignid:ioer-adioSte-criMe'andaiseaSe
and not on buyng off mill

tants,-:'Iboltterin-f_patronagero'Vidfnglin-

,siVe-jUnkets, funding In rmihable_Conferences 'and:,0-roduCin_ _ pOpersi

4-g



Journals that should never have seen a first ssue. We need such

al levi:ition and-such long- erm programs, but let us note that this

advocacy has political as well educe t i ona 1 consequences . However, a

nation that has spent more than twenty till lion dollars on sending a

few men to the moon and many more bill ions on a vicious war in Asia,

and cont 1 nues to spend great amounts to ma i nt a i n repressive poi i t iCa

and social systems throughout the world together with a- %mat milita y

establishment, but still tolerates poverty,

disease 011 a massive scale at home--even in

ignorance crime and

ts own capital city

has 1 ts sense of va ues ups i de-dovvn. The k nd of educat iona I

esponses we must make rcánnót avoid a request f

priorities. As educators 1NQ must meet ome_

reordering national

he:pressures we face

by requesting money, but we must be careful to see that such money is

:spent well rather:thanspent self ithlyon endtt'that

for the good,of those we seek to serve.

us rather then

We who work in education are also fac d with pressures from advo-

cates of al l kinds of persuasions. Today we I ive In %%bat I would call

the age of advocaLt, an_ age in which rewards go _to those who shout

hardest or-who- control the media. We must therefore- learn o respond
_

p way: wh ich shows- thatwhiiewe recogn I ze the_ ex stende, of_ -leg t !mate:

-Points of view, we will not 'be swayed-by--6heer:adydetscir,-foithe=4hie

it -or' accept _ some th ng ai be !rig true-_-, me re y becaUSe _ _190 'Or,

true . We must a 1 so res I st the tendency to deva 1 ue the i nte 1 1 ec tua 1 re-
_

sponse in favor of the visceral or-the gutjresponse alone. If_ _

abl_e _to-solve--,the prob teals we- 'have_ _ genera 1--, 'end --in-

ns trutt ion ril`part i6V1-04;1_,We 'dr ave,to-I
_

-are rea I 1 y- sayi n -, o-_each-f_other, and'

----7,-,8nd-,n rrel event charact,erls
4,1

cs

_

0= eve I ua-te I dee ' nZthe

.

language

wha

mei

nsen e

eopie--



sense no matter whose mouth it comes out of. There is certainly enough

of it to go around, so let us label it as such when we hear it or when

we read it And let us hot be taken in by the big lie either! We must

sort out and evaluate the competing pressures as we l as the competing

priorities in our society.

If we insist, that money be

ideas, we con fInd muth the

a lot

spent wisely and i we listen for good

is useful in the classrooms. Teachers learn
rom tea hing. Classr oms are wonderful places for ng ideas,

and c untless fine things go on in them. The ideal edutati na oviron
ment is one in which theoretical insights from the academic disciple

are matched with the practical exper ences o _the-educators. Teachers
should not be just mere consumers of they must be testers, adaptor
engineers wish architects. Theory and practice must proceed hand n
hand: one cannot insist on leading the other.

So far this paper has been mainly c,ncerned with some 'of the problems

we face as an organization, but it has also indicated a number of pros-
pects. One further prospect is of achieving a new s)inthes,is- ideas

seGon4-1 anguage teaching the notr.too-dIstant,future. -We-need-such a
synthesis, and there are signs that it on it way now that linguists

:psychologists soc o ogists, anthropologists, and educators are beginning
_to talk,-

oiesch_other_TRmeetingi-,and:conventiatis such
- = _

-some=of-the-talk---should CoMe choices and options;for-thefuturei,---The

W'?thesis-__-that.emerges-_mUst-certainlyA,' dite unlike-those; NW:exist

_

that spect_elone -fiat- -in alloWfng choices and optic)_

lithic natiire- of cert4in previgus syntheses

_

eschew the-mon



We must also learn to ask good questions of each other as we

discuss our mutual problems, for good questions produce answers that

we can work with for-years-0 and bad questions lead us nowhere. We

must ask linguists t- tell us how their concerns are relevant to ours

and how their grammars and rules relate to language as it is used by

real people for the purposes of meaningful communication. We must there-

fore rekindle in them an interest in linguistic performance, in what

Saussure called parole as oppos d- to langue .

the workof such an'interest particularly

must ask psychologists todemonstraté to us how boys and girls are

alike and different from dogs and pigeons In the ways they learn.

must ask sociologists and anthropologists to describe to us how the

educational proce s worke in varimm f-ociocultural-tettilegs, partiCularly

-in those settings in which we educat rs ekperience:our,greatest-difficul-

ties and most agohizing frustrations. We must ash educators-to explain

,how anybody ever succeeds in teaching anything of value to anyone that

is to enumerate tht! total array_of facte:s that influence successful

teachihg and learning. These requests are startling n their simplicity

of phrasing, but they are formidable in their demands of the various

discipl;nes.

As previoUsly mentioned- the -problems we-face ere_exceedin ly:

cmplicated, and the knowled e we have in any and every area is-- often

_little better-thart--fragMeetery Seluti-Ons will:demand-a concerteeeffor
_

hesrfe: corner on-_-so utions

a_blaCki:!a 'wOmen = a -mi tierity.

-m-maWdifferent-kthdS
L

ust because he is a linguis

else.



is drawn on, and when those who are invo ved wi h the problems approach

them with caution, rather than when one advocate, one expert or one

discipline appears to preempt all other posible inputs. Our prospects

for the future are good if we remember this caution, and this convention

can mark a new turning point for the TESOL organization if we do indeed
heed it.

Our TESOL or anization really has no choice but to become mor

consciously interdisciplinary than it has been and to encourage partic-

ipation in its deliberations and conventions of practitioners from a wide
variety of disciplines. It has no choice but to become broadly catholic.
It cannot become just a society for applied

lobby for bilingual edu

inguis s, or simply

ien, or merely a pressure group for a par

kind of bidialectal instruction. These

quit olt of keeping with the

a wi

e mdst-_-each li

ptions are much too narrow

demands the 1970's will make on us.

icular

and

ten to the other person. We must sleek for

range of viewpoints to be represented whenever we meet, and we must

to it that our TESOL organization makes available a coherent strUcture

so that all may be heard. -The program of this 1972 conventilon"-ie an iMpor.=-
tent firctsep in_the right direction The perils-inherent/in-interdiscip-

finery orgenizaticns are many, just as-they are many in any.organizational
_

involvement in practical-and socio-political matters; "'any ol-us know-that

in the ademic world it is usually safer-and more prestigiousJo write a_ _

rtt --

critical article on a poem,thao_towrite-,a.peem,_to_analyze
a_s o- s ory-

at several levels of meaning than to write_a publishable short story

teeeh lin uistics than to teach a foreign language -and to analyze,the

political Viewa-of
seme-_seVenteenth:tentury,pol_itical_-nonentity:than to

, ---= -----:=H-

, _ _-seek of f ice ont the local- schoo 1 - boar _ onse quent 1 y I t :Will :-noi.'°_ 04i, iiiel-y;-_ .__

--to further-theAnterdisciOlinary Citise iacrit_the-saMelme maintain;academ-:- ------7,-,



respect, but what is called for is a dif erent relati nship b tween the

academic ;Ind sscio-polical worlds than has existed heretofore.

We must also, be pragmatic in what re do7or eclectirc if you p e

that term. Againi there may be some reluctance to Work without havitig

articles of falth to fall back on when the world does not seem to behaVe-'

as it should. Tha 's what articles of faith are for- to straighten 0 that

babbling buzz,ing confusion that is the real world. he alternatives

seem quite clear: either you buy a system th0 probably should never have

been marketed or you continue to searCh forimprovements-to what has worked
for you. The first way backs you up sooner or later Into

-situation,,Jled leberiefs a

an untenable

d practices which slowly strangle and consume.

The second way you stay alive, viable

lectually-honest.

linguistics o

human, and ir1 real sense, Intel-

You do not sël I1 idurI birthright structural

ransformational linguist cs, o e ther behavioristic

psychology or cognitive psychology, to either racism or masochism. Prag-

matists eclecticists, synthesizers share the common characteristic of
.

being willing to ask new questions, to try fresh ideas, and to keep options

open. This is the road to growth and progress, the road that cannot be

"not_taken." -To some extent_we-need &moratorium on methods /ust as we

need a moratorium on subscribing to partioular posit ons in the vaious

disciplines. Such positions are pleasurable to hold and maintain intellect-

ual ly in those rare moments of-- lei ure when We can retire-to= the IvorY4tower,

but as members of an organization looking for-relevance ahd purpose in the

Sevent eS p we cannot a I l oirr ourse Ives much such indulgence when= the- demands--
-are_wheavy.

__
We should-lay to a rest f r a while theJsingle metilad, whether it,r_

mmar-translation, audlolingual, linguistic, or,what hdue you%-114-mus

take what good we find in any method. We must look too variety o
--,
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guistic contributions, for all wisdom does not reside on the banks of the

Charles on the West Coast, or in Ann Arbor, or anywhere else. Neither cen

we be dogmatic behaviorists nor dogmatic cognitivists. Our mission is to

help people learn languages when they want to learn languages, to initiate

learning when that seems desirable, and to maintain learning once learning

These are problems enpugh for any greup of people nojnatter

how talented and no matter how dedicated. Our mission Is not to win con-

verts to a new creed, is not to smear the intellectual opposition, and

rtainly is not to dazzle our colleagues and students with our brilliance.

We must take what works wherever we find and we must seek to find reasons

for both the successes and the failures we have. The teacher himself must

become an active inquire synthesizer, and above all a learner.

---LeatlygiyenjheimpertantAo_ we have of wanting to understand

why learning occurs and what influences and maintains successful learning,

we must place our trUst In i_nteWgence and reason, characteristics- that

seem to have gone out of style in an era of expedience-and whim. However,

if we are to take education seriously, we must bring them back into style.

-

Nonsense must be identified_for_what_it is, irrelevancy,,muSt-be=so labeled,--

self-seeking must be counteracted, emotionalism must be transcended, and

reason must prevail. The alternative is to flounder inT,a sea _of ignorance,

emotion and whim.

Our TESOL organization has considerable and varied strengths that

we can identify. It contains a wealth of talen and experience some of
e-

wh ch is underused or bypassed for a va

are urgent,and the time for action s now, not tomorrow.

rOfe6sional unity through L,professionadivers1
_

_ = _

the-4chieveMen of our-_students-Jhrough-drawin

and we must,defini our-cen rasources
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In doing all these things, we must reject emoti n self-seeking, and special

pleading. Not to do so means that we all lose: black c:7ildren and white

the native-born and the foreign-born, linguists and educators, administra-

tors and parents, every one of us. With faith in the process of education

and a large degree of humility in the face of the face of the complexity

of the situation we find ourselves in perhaps we can move in the directi

f a better. Alife for all n which cul oral

hi

d linguistic plural is,n are

hly valued and therefore realistic attainable goals. And wiih a willin

ness to conquit widely and to listen to a va iety of viewpoints perhapt:

zation can show other professional and educalonal gen-

izaticns a Viable way of turning away from, the irr levancieS which so often

the TESOL organ

preoccupy them toward dealing meaningfully with urgent human-and social-

problems. For it bove all this admirable ge t find solutions to

such problems that br ngs us here today and unites us in this TESOL organ-

ization in our common cause a cause which none of us can afford to see

fall.
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